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Among the lovely children in the sun
my most favorite one is number one.
People—old or young, lean or fat—
dancing makes them children
in no time flat.
And when desires awakened
during the dance
are those of grownups and given
a chance
the rays of that sun may
shine on a child
of children. Dancing
and light.
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Among the lovely children in the sun, my most favorite one is number one.

People—old or young, lean or fat, dancing makes them children in no time flat.

And when desires awakened during the dance are those of grownups and given a chance, the rays of that sun may shine on a child.

A child of children, dancing and of light.
IN THE SUN
NUMBER ONE
OR FAT CHILDREN
IT
ACKNOWLEDGED THE DANCE AND GAVE
SUN MAY BE A CHILL OF DANCING
SHT.
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